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Case #1: U.S. Investor with Exposure to India’s Equity Market
Recognizing the potential for profits from equity exposure
to the growing Indian economy, a U.S. investor allocates $10
million to a BSE 500 Index based product. To initiate the
position the first step is to convert USD to INR to purchase
the asset. Since the asset requires 100% payment the
risk manager (RM) assumes two risk positions: one is the
exposure to the Indian stock market as measured by the BSE
500 Index, the other the currency differential, or exchange
rate, risk between the USD and the INR.

To arrive at the proper hedge ratio for the futures currency
overlay our RM takes the futures contract’s (SIRU8) unit size
(5,000,000 rupees) and divides it into the value at risk. In
this case the risk value is 670,600,000 rupees / 5,000,000
per contract = 134 SIRU8 contracts. Since SIRU8 is traded in
INR/USD terms and our investor’s risk is to a weaker INR they
will sell 134 SIRU8 contracts at 147.25.

Consider the following scenario:

How does this play out? Assume the RM unwinds and offsets
both positions on September 14.

June 1, 2018 RM converts $10 million to INR at spot exchange
rate of 67.06 USD/INR. This results in $670,600,000 INR
for the investment. Same day BSE 500 Index is 14673.56.
To create a currency overlay the RM will utilize CME Group
INR/USD futures (SIR) to manage the currency exposure.
September SIR futures (SIRU8) are priced and traded in
USD terms (inverse to spot FX convention) and their price
level that day is 147.25 (67.91 spot equivalent). Notice the
difference between the spot equivalent levels between FX
spot and futures. The price difference between futures and its
underlying cash product is known as the basis.
The basis in FX is usually a reflection of the interest rate
differential between the currencies considered. Short term
interest rates in India are greater than those in the U.S.
Because of this SIRU8 futures, traded in USD terms, will
trade at a discount to spot until expiration. As the SIRU8
contract approaches expiration its price level converges to
spot. The basis in futures is analogous to what is referred
to as forward points in a forward cash FX trade.
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Now our RM has a long BSE 500 index position and a short
INR overlay position in futures.

BSE 500 index is now 15528.44 or 5.8% higher. The USD/INR
is now 71.86 which reflects on 7.2% weakening to INR versus
USD. The SIRU8 contract is 138.94. The original 670,600,000
INR investment made 5.8% or 38,894,800 resulting in a
closing value of 709,494,800 INR. But when converted
back to USD at the current rate of 71.86 the USD equivalent
is $9,873,293 which represents a loss of 1.3%. While the
equity exposure resulted in a gain the loss from the currency
adjustment resulted in a net loss to the investment.
What about the futures overlay? Having sold 134 SIRU8
contracts at 147.25 and buying them back at 138.94 the
hedge produced a gain of 831 points. Each point is worth $5.
Therefore 134 x $5 x 831 points = $556,770 gain. Adding this
gain to the $9,873,293 equity return results in $10,430,063,
or a 4.3% return.
Why not the full 5.8% from the BSE 500 Index? This was a
short hedge using a futures contract that was trading at a
discount to spot due to the interest rate differential. The lower
net return was a result of the basis convergence against the
short futures position. While the RM didn’t capture the entire
5.8% equity index return, a 4.3 % hedged return was certainly
an improvement over a 1.3% loss.
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Basis can have either a positive effect on hedge overlay
depending on the net differential and length of time from
hedge execution to final contract expiration.

price (futures terms)
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June 1: 	spot (in futures terms) 1 / 67.06 =
149.12; SIRU8 = 147.25
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149.12 – 147.25 = 187 points

Sep 14: 	spot (in futures terms) 1/ 71.86 =
139.16; SIRU8 = 138.94
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Futures

INRUSD cross

			139.16 – 138.94 = 22 points
(Notice the convergence over time)
187 points – 22 points = 165 points of convergence
165 pts x $5 x 134 = $110,550. If added back to
investment would create a result of 5.4% return.
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Case #2: Mexican Investor with Exposure to the U.S. Stock Market
Now let’s consider another scenario, a Mexico based
portfolio manager (PM) wishing to gain exposure to the
U.S. stock market.
June 18, 2018 the PM converts $400 million MXN to USD at
the spot exchange rate of 20.52 USD/MXN. This transaction
results in $19, 493,177 USD available for an asset allocation
into a S&P 500 Index product. The S&P 500 Index (SPX) is
2773.75 on this day and the CME Group’s MXN/USD futures
(6MU8) for September delivery is (in USD terms) 0.04792.
The PM will use Mexican peso futures to create a currency
overlay position. Again, notice the difference, or basis,
between the spot FX (in USD terms) and the futures:
1 /20.52 = 0.04873 (spot in futures terms) – 0.04792 = 81
points basis. Futures are again trading at the discount to
spot due to the interest rate differential, MXN rates higher
than USD rates.
Like our first example, the PM must first identify the proper
hedge ratio (HR) for the overlay position. Each peso futures
contract has an underlying value of 500,000 pesos. The
value at risk is 400 million pesos therefore HR =
400,000,000 / 500,000 = 800 6MU8 contracts. Since
the 6MU8 is traded in USD terms (MXN/USD) and the PM
is exposed to a stronger Mexican peso risk she would buy
800 6MU8 futures at 0.04792.

initial investment of $$19,493,177 returned $916,179. When
converted back to MXN at the current exchange rate of 18.89
the resulting position of $385,532,735 MXN represents a
$14,467,265 MXN loss, or 3.6%. But the currency overlay
produced a gain of 800 contracts x 505 points x $5 per point
= $2,020,000 which, when added to the SPX gain of $916,179
plus the initial principal results in $22,429,356 converted
back at 18.89 results in $423, 690, 535 MXN, or a 5.9% gain.
In this case the currency overlay contributed to a greater
net gain over the equity market gain because of the positive
effects of exchange rates and the basis convergence.
Generally, cross border investments requiring the full
payment in notional terms will usually result in some form of
exchange rate risk exposure. CME Group’s Emerging Market
currencies can be used to efficiently create a currency risk
overlay position. Futures contracts, like FX futures, require
performance bonds, or margin, to secure an open position
which may be lower than comparable capital charges on
FX swaps or forwards in the OTC market. CME Group FX
futures are traded electronically on CME Globex and offer
full transparency of pre- and post-trade prices. Additionally,
because CME acts as the buyer to every seller and viceversa there is trade anonymity and lower counter-party risk
compared to OTC transactions.

The PM is now long SPX and long 6MU8 futures as a
currency overlay.
Go forward to September 14, 2018. Our PM decides to
offset her position and book both transactions. SPX now at
2904.98 up 131.23 index points, or 4.7%. USD/MXN now
18.89 indicating a 7.9% appreciation in Mexican pesos over
USD. And 6MU8 now at 0.05297, 505 points higher in price.
How does this work out for the PM? A 4.7% gain on the

Look to CME Group Institute for more videos and training modules on all CME Group products:
institute.cmegroup.com
For more information on CME Group FX products go to: cmegroup.com/trading/fx
David Gibbs, Director
Market Development & Education
+1 312 207 2591
David.gibbs@cmegroup.com
cmegroup.com
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Neither futures trading nor swaps trading are suitable for all investors, and each involves the risk of loss. Swaps trading should only be undertaken by investors who are Eligible Contract Participants (ECPs)
within the meaning of Section 1a(18) of the Commodity Exchange Act. Futures and swaps each are leveraged investments and, because only a percentage of a contract’s value is required to trade, it is possible
to lose more than the amount of money deposited for either a futures or swaps position. Therefore, traders should only use funds that they can afford to lose without affecting their lifestyles and only a portion
of those funds should be devoted to any one trade because traders cannot expect to profit on every trade.
CME Group, the Globe Logo, CME, Globex, E-Mini, CME Direct, CME DataMine and Chicago Mercantile Exchange are trademarks of Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc. CBOT is a trademark of the Board of Trade
of the City of Chicago, Inc. NYMEX is a trademark of New York Mercantile Exchange, Inc. COMEX is a trademark of Commodity Exchange, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
The information within this communication has been compiled by CME Group for general purposes only. CME Group assumes no responsibility for any errors or omissions. Additionally, all examples in this
communication are hypothetical situations, used for explanation purposes only, and should not be considered investment advice or the results of actual market experience. All matters pertaining to rules and
specifications herein are made subject to and superseded by official CME, CBOT, NYMEX and COMEX rules. Current rules should be consulted in all cases concerning contract specifications.
Copyright © 2018 CME Group Inc. All rights reserved
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